We present a practical grid-based method in 3-D spherical coordinates for computing multiple phases comprising any number of reflection and transmission branches in heterogeneous layered media. The new scheme is based on a multistage approach which treats each layer that the wave front enters as a separate computational domain. A finite-difference eikonal solver known as the fast-marching method (FMM) is reinitialized at each interface to track the evolving wave front as either a reflection back into the incident layer or a transmission through to the adjacent layer. Unlike the standard FMM, which only finds first arrivals, this multistage approach can track those later arriving phases explicitly caused by the presence of discontinuities. Notably, the method does not require an irregular mesh to be constructed in order to connect interface nodes to neighbouring velocity nodes which lie on a regular grid. To improve accuracy, local grid refinement is used in the neighbourhood of a source point where wave front curvature is high. The method also provides a way to trace reflections from an interface that are not the first arrival (e.g. the global PP phase). These are computed by initializing the multistage FMM from both the source and receiver, propagating the two wave fronts to the reflecting interface, and finding stationary points of the sum of the two traveltime fields on the reflecting interface.
Compared to conventional shooting and bending methods of raytracing (e.g. Julian & Gubbins 1977; Cassell 1982; Um & Thurber 1987; Sambridge 1990; Koketsu & Sekine 1998) grid-based traveltime solvers have several distinct advantages. First, most are capable of computing traveltimes to all points of a velocity medium, and will correctly find diffractions in ray shadow zones (Vidale 1988) . Secondly, while shooting and bending schemes may fail to converge to the true two point path, even in mildly heterogeneous media, many grid-based schemes are highly stable and will converge to the correct solution. Thirdly, grid-based schemes can be very efficient in computing traveltimes to the level of accuracy that is required in practical problems, particularly when there is a large number of sources or receivers. Often due to the difficulty of locating two point paths, ray tracing can be quite inefficient. Finally, finite-difference eikonal solvers and SPR are designed to consistently find the first-arrival traveltime in a continuous medium. Raytracing schemes also tend to only find single arrivals, but there is usually no guarantee as to whether the selected arrival is a first or later arrival.
First-arrival traveltimes are frequently used in seismic studies, but it is often the case that later arrivals carry most of the seismic energy and hence dominate the recorded signal. One of the current challenges in seismic imaging is to exploit such arrivals in order to produce more detailed and robust earth models. For this to happen, efficient numerical schemes are required to predict all arrivals of significant amplitude. The most practical and well developed of such schemes to date is wave front construction (Vinje et al. 1993; Lambaré et al. 1996; Vinje et al. 1999; Xu & Lambaré 2004) , which propagates a wave front in a series of time steps using local ray tracing and interpolation. However, complex data structures are required to keep track of the wave front, and parts of the wave front with high curvature can be poorly resolved.
A number of grid-based schemes have been proposed for tracking later arrivals. One approach is to partition the multivalued solution into a series of single-valued solutions and apply first-arrival solvers in each of the segregated regions (Benamou 1996; Symes & Qian 2003) . Although computationally efficient, it is hard to see how such a method can successfully locate all multipaths in complex media. Recently, several schemes based on the level set method have been proposed for tracking wave fronts in phase space (e.g. Fomel & Sethian 2002; Osher et al. 2002) . While their potential for robustly computing all arrivals has been demonstrated, further development is required, in particular to make them more computationally efficient.
Although a practical Eulerian scheme for computing all multiple arrivals is yet to emerge, it should be possible to construct efficient and robust grid-based schemes to track a limited but useful class of later arriving phases associated with the presence of interfaces, which separate media of different wavespeed. So far, relatively few studies have attempted this, and ray tracing still appears to be the method of choice in layered media, for example, when global phases (pP, PcP, PP etc.) or crustal reflections, refractions and multiples are required. One approach for computing reflections with a grid-based technique is to track first-arrival traveltime fields from both source and receiver to the entire interface, and then use Fermat's principle of stationary time to locate reflection points along the interface (Podvin & Lecomte 1991; Riahi & Juhlin 1994) . Using the 3-D finite-difference scheme of Vidale (1990) , Hole & Zelt (1995) assumed that the impinging wave front and interface are sufficiently smooth to validate a local planar approximation, which allows reflected traveltimes to nodes adjacent to the interface to be computed using Snell's law. SPR can also be used to find reflections by requiring that the shortest path visit a specified set of nodes that lie on the interface (Moser 1991) .
In an attempt to find a more robust and general approach to tracking later arrivals caused by the presence of interfaces, Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004a,b) developed a multistage fast-marching method (FMM) for complex layered media in 2-D Cartesian coordinates. FMM tracks the evolution of first-arrival wave fronts via finitedifference solution of the eikonal equation (Sethian 1996; Sethian & Popovici 1999) , and distinguishes itself by combining computational efficiency with a high degree of stability (unconditional for first-order accurate traveltimes). The multistage FMM treats each layer that the wave front enters as a separate computational domain. A wave front is propagated through a layer until all points of a bounding interface are intersected. A reflected wave front can then be tracked by reinitializing FMM from the narrow band of interface traveltimes back into the incident layer; a transmitted wave front can be tracked by reinitializing FMM into the adjacent layer. Phases composed of any number of reflection and refraction events can therefore be built up by this multistage approach, although sequential reflections from the same interface cannot be tracked. To facilitate the tracking of wave fronts to and from an interface, a triangulation routine is used to locally suture interface nodes to neighbouring velocity nodes. Local grid refinement about the source is also implemented to improve accuracy.
In this paper, we build on the ideas of Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004a,b) to develop a practical grid-based scheme for tracking multiple reflection and refraction phases in complex 3-D layered media in spherical coordinates. A multistage FMM approach is used to track wave fronts from one interface to the next, but the new method avoids the need to construct a local grid about the interface to suture interface nodes to neighbouring velocity nodes. The use of spherical coordinates means that traveltime prediction problems at a variety of scales can be solved. Reflections from an interface that are not the first ones to arrive can be found by initiating the multistage FMM from both the source and receiver and using Fermat's principle of stationary time to find the reflection point. This involves locating the stationary points on a potentially convoluted traveltime surface, and allows, for example, global phases such as pP and PP to be tracked. In addition to describing the method, several numerical experiments are carried out to demonstrate the viability of the new scheme at a variety of scales. We aim to show that ray-tracing schemes should not be considered the default approach for computing traveltimes in layered media, even at global scales, as Eulerian schemes are generally more robust, and can be at least as flexible and efficient.
I N T RO D U C T I O N T O T H E FA S T -M A RC H I N G M E T H O D

FMM in continuous media
We begin by giving a brief description of FMM in continuous media on a regular grid. For more details, refer to Sethian (1996) , Sethian & Popovici (1999) , Sethian (1999) and Popovici & Sethian (2002) . The eikonal equation states that the magnitude of the traveltime gradient at any point along a wave front is equal to the inverse of the wavespeed at that point and may be written as
where ∇ x is the gradient operator, T is traveltime and s(x) is slowness. A significant obstacle for finite-difference methods that seek to solve the eikonal equation for the first-arrival traveltime field is that self-intersections of the wave front that arise in heterogeneous media cause discontinuities in the gradient. The eikonal equation cannot be easily solved in the presence of gradient discontinuities because the equation itself requires ∇ x T to be defined.
This problem can be overcome by taking into account the direction of flow of information when evaluating the gradient in eq. (1). Only upwind finite differences are used, that is, only nodes over which the wave front has already passed are used to compute the arrival time of the front at a given node. The upwind scheme that is usually employed (Sethian & Popovici 1999; Chopp 2001; Popovici & Sethian 2002) 
where T is traveltime, (i, j, k) are grid increment variables in any orthogonal coordinate system (x, y, z) , and the integer variables a, b, c, d, e, f define the order of accuracy of the upwind finite-difference operator used in each of the six cases. For example, in a Cartesian coordinate system the first two upwind operators for
where δx is the grid spacing in x. These operators are easily derived by appropriate summation of the Taylor series expansions for T i−1 and T i−2 . Which operator is used in eq. (2) depends on the availability of upwind traveltimes and the maximum order allowed. Firstorder accurate schemes only use D 1 operators and second-order accurate schemes preferentially use D 2 operators. Strictly speaking, the second-order method is really mixed order because it will use first-order approximations when causality does not permit the use of the required operator. For example, if we implement a second-order method and T i−1 > T i−2 , then the operator used would be D
−x
2 T i ; while if T i−1 < T i−2 we would have to resort to D −x 1 T i . This typically only occurs when the wave front is highly curved compared to the resolution of the grid. Another case where D 1 operators are used is close to the boundary of the grid, when the nodes that would be required to construct the second-order operator lie outside the grid. For the remainder of this paper, a 'second-order scheme' implies that the second-order operator is used when allowed, and the first order otherwise.
The upwind scheme given by eq. (2) describes how to calculate new traveltimes using known traveltimes from adjacent grid points. Successful implementation of this scheme requires that the order in which nodes are updated be consistent with the direction of flow of information, that is, from smaller values of T to larger values of T. To achieve this, FMM systematically constructs traveltimes T in a downwind fashion from known values upwind by employing a narrow-band approach. The narrow-band concept is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , which for simplicity is restricted to a 2-D propagation grid rather than the full 3-D case which is harder to visualize. Alive points have their values correctly calculated, close points lie within the narrow band and have trial values, and far points have no values calculated. Trial values are calculated using eq. (2) with alive points only, which by definition lie upwind of the close points. The shape of the narrow band approximates the shape of the first-arrival wave front, and the idea is to propagate the band through the grid until all points become alive.
The narrow band is evolved by identifying the close point with minimum traveltime and tagging it as an alive point. All neighbours of this point that are not alive are tagged as close and have their traveltimes computed (or recomputed) using eq. (2). Repetition of this process allows the traveltime to all grid points to be calculated. Fig. 1(b) illustrates several evolution steps of the narrowband method from a source point. Choosing the close points with minimum traveltime guarantees that alive points are not evaluated with partial information. In general, adjacent close points must lie upwind or downwind of each other; the close point with minimum traveltime will always lie upwind of adjacent close points. Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004a,b) adapted the FMM scheme described above to allow phases other than the absolute first-arrival to be tracked in layered 2-D media, with emphasis on reflections from the layer boundaries. The two principal difficulties involved in the introduction of reflections are as follows. (i) The solution of the eikonal equation using the FMM yields the absolute first arrival time of the wave front to all points in the computational domain. To model reflected waves, the wave front has to pass through the computational domain at least twice. (ii) Layer boundaries that vary with depth generally do not conform to the regular velocity grid, and can thus not be accurately represented.
Multistage FMM in layered media
The problem of the representation of layer boundaries was solved by the introduction of a set of irregularly positioned nodes that lie exactly on the interface that is the layer boundary. A connectivity between the irregular interface nodes and the regular grid nodes was established with a local triangulation in the neighbourhood of the interface, and a special update procedure was used to calculate arrival times at the interface nodes from the nodes connected to them. This procedure yields the first arrival times at all the interface nodes.
By using a multistage FMM approach, the limitation of yielding only absolute first arrival times can be overcome for those later arriving phases that are caused by the presence of discontinuities. After the first stage of propagating the wave front to the reflecting interface, a copy of the region already traversed by the wave front is created. This copy is treated as a part of space not yet traversed by the wave front, that is, the nodes in the copy start with a node status far, except the ones on the reflecting interface that retain their arrival times from the first stage and start with a node status close, thus forming a new narrow band. In the second stage, the reflected phase is obtained by applying the FMM to the copy of the region. The narrow band at the start of the second stage 'surrounds' the interface and not the wave front, but causality is not breached because the first-arrival reflection wave front only impinges on the interface once at every point.
Although it is not strictly required by the causal nature of FMM, the same principle can also be applied to phases that refract at a layer boundary. In this case the arrival times of the wave front at the interface are calculated in a first stage just as in the reflection case, but instead of propagating the wave front back into a copy of the region from which it came, it is propagated into the region of space that lies on the other side of the interface. There are advantages to this method in terms of accuracy (avoiding very large local wave front curvature close to the interface), memory usage and program logic.
The method of reinitialization of the wave front at an interface outlined above can be repeated several times to obtain the first arrival time of a seismic phase that is characterized by a specific sequence of interactions (reflections or refractions) with layer boundaries. Figure 2 . Illustration of how a reflected or refracted wave front can be tracked by partitioning the computational domain into separate regions in which the FMM is applied. (a) A wave front is generated at a point source; (b) the nodes on the interface define a narrow band; (c) the reflected wave front is propagated back into the initial region; (d) the refracted wave front is propagated into the adjacent region. See the text for more details.
illustrates the principle of this multistage scheme. Note that paths representing headwaves or diffractions will be correctly computed if they represent the first arrival of the specified phase. However, later arrivals that result from continuous velocity variation (e.g. swallowtails) cannot be tracked.
Since multistage FMM is built around the initialization of wave fronts from interfaces, it becomes very easy to implement the modelling of teleseismic wave fronts that impinge on the bottom of a local model region and then propagate through it. Given a method of calculating the arrival time of the teleseismic front at the bottom interface, this interface is simply initialized as the narrow band and the fast marching is initiated.
In this paper, we extend the multistage FMM to 3-D spherical coordinates. In terms of methodology, the main differences with the 2-D multistage FMM are the treatment of nodes lying on the interface in terms of connectivity and update method and the addition of a facility to obtain reflection phases from a layer boundary that are not the first ones to arrive (e.g. PP, pP, PKKP).
D E S C R I P T I O N O F T H E N E W M E T H O D
In the following section we will describe in some detail how the multistage FMM in layered media is implemented in three dimensions and spherical coordinates.
Organization of the computational domain
Several grids (sets of nodes) are used in the computations that we will first define here.
The fast-marching grids
The propagation of wave fronts with the fast-marching method takes place on a set of nodes that exhibit both regular and irregular spacing. The regular nodes lie on a 3-D grid in spherical coordinates (radius r, latitude θ and longitude φ) that we will refer to as the propagation grid. This propagation grid is cut by a number of interfaces. The evaluation of the arrival time and direction of the wave front at the interface with the fast-marching method and the reinitialization of the wave front into the next region in multistage FMM requires the presence of nodes on the interface itself. Therefore, each interface is associated with a collection of nodes that lie exactly on the interface, at the positions where the connections of the regular propagation grid (i.e. lines parallel to its axes) intersect with the interface. We call this set of irregular nodes representing an interface an intersection.
The interfaces divide the propagation grid into several parts. We will define a region as the set of nodes that is the combination of all the regular propagation grid nodes that lie between two consecutive interfaces, and the irregular nodes of the intersections that constitute the top and bottom. Regions are numbered from top to bottom, with region 1 lying just below the surface, region 2 below the first subsurface boundary layer, and so on. The relation between propagation grid, interface, intersection and region is illustrated in Fig. 3 , which shows a small section of propagation grid cut by an interface.
Sometimes an interface will cut through a propagation grid cell very close to one of the regular nodes. This leads to very closely spaced intersection nodes that can cause numerical difficulties. To remedy this, a small tolerance length (1/200th of the grid spacing) is introduced. If an intersection node lies closer to a regular grid node than this tolerance, it is assumed to lie exactly on it.
Velocity and interface grids
A continuous velocity field covering the computational domain is defined by applying tricubic B-spline interpolation to a set of prescribed velocity values on a regular grid of nodes. These nodes lie on a 3-D grid in spherical coordinates. This grid is referred to as a velocity grid. To obtain the velocity at an arbitrary point in space, for example, a node of the fast-marching grids, we simply sample this continuously defined velocity field. It is also possible to specify the B-spline velocity field as a perturbation to a pre-defined spherically symmetric background model such as ak135 (Kennett et al. 1995) . In this case, the velocities of the background model are transferred directly to the nodes on which FMM is applied, and afterwards the corrections obtained from the B-spline interpolation are applied. There is an advantage to this if the background model contains structure that is finer than can be resolved by the B-spline interpolation on the velocity grid, since the resolution on the fast-marching grid tends to be significantly higher than that of the velocity grid.
The depth (or radius) of the interfaces at a given location are derived by bicubic interpolation on a regular 2-D grid in latitude and longitude, the interface grid. This way of defining interfaces does not allow them to be multivalued in depth, and we can only consider interfaces that are defined by a single-valued function of the form r int = f (θ, φ). The interfaces are not allowed to intersect, but can be pinched together if required. They are numbered from top to bottom starting with the surface at index 1. Each region of the computational domain between two consecutive interfaces has its own velocity grid associated with it to allow for discontinuous transitions in wave speed. Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004b) showed that, if the velocity distribution in the medium in which the wave propagates is not too complex, the error in the arrival time of a wave front at a distant location is dominated by the error introduced very close to the source. This is simply because close to the source the radius of curvature of the wave front is not much larger than the spacing of the grid nodes, and therefore the conditions under which FMM provides a good approximation of the arrival time are not satisfied. Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004b) showed that by introducing a refined grid around the source, accuracy can be greatly increased without the large increase in computation time associated with high resolution over the entire grid.
Grid refinement around the source
This source grid refinement scheme is also implemented in the new method. A local regular grid is constructed around the source with a preset increase in resolution and size (the source grid). Typical values are an increase in resolution by a factor of 5, and a refined grid extending 50 nodes away from the source in each direction. If the source is not close to an interface or a propagation grid boundary, this creates a refined grid with about one million nodes.
If the source lies inside a region, it is first checked whether the top or bottom interfaces of this region cut the source grid. If one of these does cut through the source grid, an intersection is created containing nodes that lie on the interface, in exactly the same way as intersections are created on the main propagation grid. Finally, a refined source region is defined, containing the nodes of the regular refined source grid that lie inside the source region, and the intersection nodes of the top and bottom source region interfaces if these exist. The FMM is then applied to this refined source region just as it is applied to a region of the main propagation grid. In order to preserve causality (Rawlinson & Sambridge 2004b) , the propagation of the wave front is stopped as soon as the wave front reaches a node that lies on the refined grid boundary but is not an intersection node or a node on the boundary of the main source region. The alive nodes (both regular and irregular) of the refined source region that coincide with a node in the much coarser main source region then transfer their arrival times and node status to the source region in the main propagation grid. A new narrow band is created in the main source region around the set of nodes that were initialized from the refined source region, and the FMM is restarted to complete the wave front propagation through the entire main source region.
Note that if the source lies in a region but close to an interface, the refined grid will only extend to that interface and accuracy for waves travelling in that direction may be reduced. If a source lies exactly on an interface, then in order to maintain accuracy refined source grids are created both in the region above and below the interface.
Three-dimensional fast marching in spherical coordinates
The FMM is easily adapted to a regular spherical coordinate system r, θ , φ (Sethian 1999) . To do this one simply replaces the upwind gradient operators (eq. 3) with their equivalent for a spherical coordinate system:
and similarly for the D + operators. In our current implementation it is not possible to include the poles of the spherical coordinate system in the computational domain or to take periodicity into account.
Three-dimensional fast marching in the presence of irregular nodes
The standard implementation of the fast-marching method relies on the regularity of the grid to identify the neighbours of a given node. Grid regularity also allows a particularly simple finite-difference solution of the eikonal equation (i.e. eq. 4).
In the case of an irregular grid, a different method has to be used both to identify node neighbours and to update the traveltimes at each node. For 2-D problems, some of these methods are discussed in the literature (Sethian 1999; Rawlinson & Sambridge 2004a,b) . Here we describe the methods we have developed for our 3-D problem.
Connectivity of the irregular grid nodes
The way in which we find neighbours is by considering each node to be part of a grid cell. In the regular part of the grid, each cell is a block with eight propagation grid nodes as vertices (Fig. 3) . Each of these eight nodes is considered to belong to the cell. Similarly, each regular node belongs to eight cells, except on the grid boundaries.
If such a regular cell is cut by an interface, some (usually three or four) edges of the cell will intersect with the interface. Since we have constrained the intersection nodes to lie on the connections of the regular grid, the intersection associated with the interface will have a node at each of these points (the small black nodes in Fig. 3 ). These intersection nodes are also considered to belong to the cell. Each intersection node typically belongs to four grid cells.
In order to find the intersection nodes that belong to a given cut cell, and the cut cells a given intersection node belongs to, we create two sets of pointers that contain this information.
If we now want to identify the neighbours of a given node, which can be either a propagation grid node or an intersection node, we first use the pointers from the node to the cells it is part of to construct a list of connected cells. For this list of cells, we use the pointers from the cells to the nodes that belong to the cell to create a list of neighbouring nodes.
This way of finding neighbouring nodes fits naturally with the update procedure for FMM. On a regular 3-D grid the update proceeds by considering possible updates from each octant around the node and choosing the one that yields the lowest value for the arrival time. In our case the octants are generalized to connected cells, which may be regular or irregular. If the arrival time at a node needs to be updated, we consider every connected cell separately. If the cell contains only regular nodes, the normal regular grid update procedure can be used to calculate an update from that octant. If, however, the connected cell contains intersection nodes, the special update procedure for irregular nodes described below is used. Referring again to the example in Fig. 3 , the central propagation grid node in this figure is connected to eight cells. The four cells in the bottom layer are regular, whereas the four cells in the top layer are all cut by the interface, and updates from these cells are done with the irregular node update procedure.
This method of defining the connectivity of the nodes in the irregular part of the grid is much simpler to implement than the 3-D equivalent (constrained tetrahedralization) of the explicit acute triangularization of nodes near an interface employed by Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004b) .
Traveltime updates from irregular nodes
The update procedure for the arrival time at a given node using the known arrival times at a number of irregularly positioned neighbouring nodes is based on making the assumption that the wave front can be approximated locally as planar, and using the values of the arrival times at the neighbours to obtain the best possible estimate of the wave front normal that is certain not to underestimate the arrival time T u at the updated node. The assumption of a plane wave front means that this method is of first order, and hence is generally not as accurate as the second-order schemes that are easily applied to regular grids. This does not have a significant impact on the overall accuracy of the results, however, since the irregular update method is only used in the direct vicinity of the interfaces that are described by irregular nodes. Since a plane wave approximation is much more easily applied in Cartesian coordinates, we first convert the positions of the nodes used for an irregular update to a local Cartesian coordinate system. A second-order method is used for the updates from regular connected cells.
To first order, the difference in arrival times δT between two points with relative position δx is given by
By definition, ∇T ≡ sn, where n is the wave front normal. The arrival time update procedure for irregular cells essentially consists of solving the finite-difference form of eq. (5). When updating arrival times using information from the alive nodes that are part of an irregular connected cell, the number of alive nodes in that cell can be either 1, 2, 3 or >3. If the arrival times are known at exactly three neighbouring nodes, these times define a unique plane wave that can be calculated and then used to find the arrival time at the update node. When only one or two nodes are available, extra constraints have to be added to find a solution for the plane wave, and when more than three nodes are available there is redundant information. We consider these four cases separately.
To calculate the update to the arrival time at a node where the arrival times are known at three neighbouring nodes, say, T 1 , T 2 , T 3 at positions x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , the updated time is found by solving the set of equations
for the wave front normal n. Here s 12 and s 13 represent the average slowness between points 1 and 2 and 1 and 3, respectively. The first equation constrains the wave front to have a certain angle with respect to the line connecting points 1 and 2; the second gives a constraint on the angle between the wave front and the line connecting points 1 and 3. Once n is known, the updated arrival time T u at x u can be found from
An additional constraint has to be applied to the solution (Sethian 1999) to ensure the causality of the update method: the update must take place from a direction that is contained within the solid angle subtended by the triangle formed by the three nodes with known arrival time as seen from the node that is updated. If the vector −n, where n is the solution of eq. (6), lies outside this solid angle the estimated arrival time calculated is rejected. Note that the enforcement of acute triangulation of nodes in the interface neighbourhood employed by Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004a) is a way of ensuring this causality, and obviates the need for an explicit causality test.
If only two neighbouring nodes have known arrival times, the wave front normal is not uniquely defined by the known nodes. An extra constraint on the wave front normal is added, ensuring that the updated arrival time is an upper limit, which is geometrically equivalent to the constraint that the wave front normal lies in the plane that contains the two known nodes and the node to be updated. The set of equations for n in this case is
Again a causality test has to be applied to the solution: in the plane that contains the two known nodes and the node to be updated, −n must lie within the angle subtended by the two known nodes as seen from the update point.
If only a single known node neighbours an update node, the upper limit on the arrival time at the update node is simply derived by multiplying the distance with the slowness:
No causality check is required when updating from a single known neighbouring node. Because of the partial regularity of the set of nodes on which the wave front propagation is calculated, it frequently occurs that for a three-node update the three known nodes and the update node are coplanar. In this case, the three-node update procedure will fail, and a two-node update has to be applied instead.
If a connected cell contains more than three nodes with known arrival times, we simply consider all possible combinations of known nodes in single node, two-node and three-node update mode. It is not possible to consider only three-node combinations since the causality test may reject all such solutions, and the best (and only allowable) solution may be a single-node one. Potentially the number of combinations can be very large: m + 2 C m + 3 C m where i C j is the number of different combinations of i objects that can be formed out of a set of j objects, and m is the number of alive nodes in the connected cell. It is, however, significantly reduced to m + 2 C m−1 if one makes use of the causal nature of the fast-marching method, which ensures that any update from a combination of nodes that does not contain the node that most recently became alive has already been performed and does not have to be repeated.
Path sequences in multistage FMM
As outlined above, the multistage fast-marching method consists of finding fast-marching solutions to the traveltime field for a sequence of regions between interfaces. The first step in the sequence calculates the traveltime field in the region in which the source is located, or in the regions above and below it if the source is exactly located on an interface. Each consecutive step in the sequence takes the nodes and associated arrival times of either the top or bottom intersections of the region from the previous step in the sequence as the initial narrow band for the fast-marching wave front propagation into the next region. If the front is propagated back into the same region as the previous step in the sequence, it represents a reflection from the interface. If the front propagates into a region adjacent to the region of the previous step, it represents a refraction. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4 .
A specific later arriving phase or path (we use these terms interchangeably) to be computed is defined as a sequence of interfaces and propagation directions. We can represent each step in such a sequence with a naming convention of the form P nm , where n is the starting interface and m is the region in which the propagation takes place. For example, propagation of the wave front from interface path 1: P P P P path 2: P P P path 3: P P P P P P 3 upwards into region 2 would be represented by P 32 . For traveltime fields that are obtained starting directly from the source, we take n = 0.
The first example (path 1) in Fig. 4 is a simple reflection from interface 3, with source and receiver located on the surface (interface 1). This path is represented by the sequence P 01 P 22 P 32 P 21 . Similarly, turning paths (path 2) can be specified by restarting the propagation from the same interface as in the previous step: P 01 P 22 P 21 . The sequences can become arbitrarily complex, as illustrated by the third sequence (path 3) in Fig. 4 , with the step sequence P 01 P 22 P 32 P 22 P 32 P 21 .
Several paths can be specified for a given source. In practice it occurs frequently that these paths differ from one another only after after a number of steps in the sequence. For example, every path will start with propagation through the region in which the source is located. In order to avoid having to repeat the calculations of the traveltime fields, we maintain a list of time fields together with a tree structure that can describe all possible path sequences (Fig. 5) . . A schematic representation of the tree structure in which the traveltime field sequences are stored to avoid repeating calculations for paths that have steps in common. The traveltime fields are represented by squares and labelled with the region they belong to. Each timefield can be followed by four others, as shown in the legend. The circles represent the propagation of the wave front through the next region, and are labelled according to the naming convention described in the text. The grey squares represent the final timefields of the three sequences illustrated in Fig, 4 .
The 'branches' of this tree contain pointers to time fields corresponding to the step represented by the position of the branch in the tree. Every time field (parent) has four possible descendants (the next step in the sequence): propagation in the descendant can start from the same interface as where the parent started and go up or down, or start from the non-start interface of the parent and go up or down. When the calculation of a new path sequence starts, the corresponding path through the tree of possible sequences is followed. If the branch representing the step in the path sequence already exists, the number of the existing time field is added to the list of time fields describing the path. If a descendant is requested that does not yet exist, new time fields are created and added to the list of time fields, and corresponding branches are added to the tree representing the remainder of the sequence. Thus the final result of the FMM calculations for a given path sequence consists of a list of pointers to entries in the time field list. In the case of the three path examples in Fig. 4 , it will be recognized that the first two steps of sequence 1 and 2, and the first three steps of sequence 1 and 3 P pP PP Figure 6 . An illustration of late reflection phases such as pP and PP that can be obtained by using the reflection matching procedure described in Section 3.6.
are identical. This means that the second and third sequences only require the calculation of one and three regional traveltime fields respectively, instead of three and six for the full path.
Late reflections
The multistage FMM method described above can be used to evaluate the first arrival of a wave front that has been reflected from a layer boundary. Some very commonly observed seismic phases, however, correspond to reflections from boundaries that are not the first to arrive. In the following we will refer to such phases as late reflections.
Examples of late reflections in global seismology are pP and PP phases (Fig. 6 ). These can not be modelled by a straightforward application of multistage FMM: calculating the traveltime field sequence P 01 P 11 does not yield the PP arrival time since the arrival time of the wave front at the receiver obtained in the first P 01 step (the normal P phase) is shorter than that of the PP phase, and the arrival time at the receiver will not be modified during the P 11 step.
In order to compute traveltimes for such late reflections, we split the path sequence into two parts: one part from the source to the intermediate reflecting surface, and the other part from the reflecting surface to the receiver. The second part of the sequence is then inverted, yielding the path from the receiver to the reflection point. By the principle of reciprocity, traveltimes from the receiver to all points on the intermediate reflecting interface for this inverted path will be identical to those from all points on the interface to the receiver following the original forward path. Using (multistage) FMM we compute the arrival times and the directions of the arriving wave front at the reflecting surface for the first part of the path starting at the source, and for the inverted path starting at the receiver. We now have two sets of arrival times and arrival directions of the wave fronts at the intermediate reflecting surface. The phases (rays) that we are looking for correspond to points on the interface where the two solutions can be matched so that one is a reflection of the other, or in other words that the components of the wave front normal to the incoming fronts parallel to the interface are equal and opposite. It is easily shown that this reflection condition is equivalent to Fermat's principle of stationary time, which states that rays correspond to extrema in the total traveltime from source to receiver when this total traveltime is evaluated as a function of position on the reflecting interface. If we consider the sum of the arrival times from source to surface and receiver to surface in an earth-like velocity model as a function of position on the surface, this function is generally found to have two extrema, a local minimum and a saddle point, where the first corresponds to a pP phase and the second to a PP phase.
Thus the problem of identifying this type of path comes down to locating the extrema in the distribution of the sum of the two traveltimes from source to interface (T s ) and receiver to interface (T r ) over an interface. Locating these extrema, however, presents several difficulties. In principle all local extrema represent a reflected phase, but in practice finite sampling, small errors and total traveltime distributions that have very small gradients can create artificial local extrema. Also, the position of saddle points (e.g. PP) can be much more difficult to determine than minima or maxima. We tried several algorithms to locate extrema, such as fitting polynomials to local surface patches and locating the extrema of the fitting function, but none of these was found to yield robust results. In practice, we therefore do not directly seek extrema in the traveltime distribution, but rather use the gradients of the two traveltime fields (i.e. the wave front normals). The reflection points correspond to surface points where the sum of the components of these gradients parallel to the interface vanishes:
In this way, we simplify our search to one for local minima with a value very close to zero, rather than extrema in general. First, the intersection nodes that lie on the reflecting interface, which are in general irregularly distributed, are connected by means of a Delaunay triangulation in latitude and longitude. This allows us to identify neighbours of a given node. We then compare the value of |(∇T s ) || + (∇T r ) || | at each node with that of all nodes in an extended neighbourhood of the node: all vertices of the triangles connected to the primary node, and again all vertices of triangles neighbouring the first set. If the value at the node is smaller than at all other neighbourhood nodes, it is a local minimum. If the value is furthermore close to zero, that is, less than some fraction of the norm of the total time gradient s, it is considered to be a reflection point.
Although the reflection matching algorithm was primarily designed to find later arriving surface reflections like PP, the method can also be used to identify any later arriving reflection from an internal interface. If we use the normal multistage FMM to derive the arrival time of a phase reflected from an internal interface we will only obtain the first arriving reflection. If instead we specify a reflection match at the same interface, all reflections including later arriving ones will be found. Note, however, that if the path contains more than one reflection, only one interface can be used for reflection matching.
Constructing ray paths
Once a sequence of traveltime fields describing the propagation of the wave front from source to receiver through the specified sequence of refractions and reflections has been obtained, many applications will require the construction of the actual ray paths. These ray paths are an important result of the calculation if the multistage fastmarching method is used as the forward step in a seismic tomography problem, but they can also be used to validate the solution and to analyse the character of the ray, for example, does it contain sections that are diffracted or head waves.
To find the ray paths, we simply integrate along the time field gradient starting at the receiver end of the ray, going through the entire sequence of time fields specified for the phase in reverse order. In the first step, the section of the ray from the receiver to the starting interface of the last traveltime field in the path sequence is found. During each consecutive step, integration proceeds in the −∇T direction until the ray hits the starting interface of the traveltime field, and the position where this happens is passed on as the start of the integration into the previous region. In the first time field of the sequence, describing the source region, integration ends when the ray gets close to the source. This procedure is slightly modified when the specified path includes a search for late arrivals from an intermediate reflecting surface as described in the previous section: in that case the ray paths are determined by starting at each reflection point found, and integrating down the time field gradient both towards the source and the receiver.
To integrate along the gradient of a traveltime field, the first step is the evaluation of the gradient itself. The normal FMM only yields the arrival time at each node of the grid, and for the integration we need the gradient of this field. On internal nodes of the regular grid (i.e. nodes that have neighbours in all six principal directions), the gradient can be easily derived by finite differencing. On the boundaries of the grid, however, we encounter two problems. The first is that we can only take one-sided differences in the directions crossing the interface, which can lead to quite significant errors in the gradient at the nodes on the interface. The second is that the intersection nodes are irregularly positioned. We have therefore taken the approach of storing the traveltime gradient at each node explicitly during the fast-marching calculations. The traveltime gradient at a node is given by a vector with a direction equal to the normal to the wave front used for the final update of the arrival time at the node, and a norm that is the local slowness. This approach significantly improves the accuracy of the ray paths near the interfaces.
An important reason to construct ray paths even if only arrival times are required is that the arrival times may represent paths that are not the intended ones: for some source/receiver combinations the requested path may not exist or represent a diffracted wave or a head wave. We illustrate this with some examples. In Fig. 7 , a situation is shown of a source and five receivers at a range of distances from the hypocenter. The medium contains a constant-velocity layer over a layer in which velocity increases with depth. The path specified is P 01 P 22 P 21 . For the three middle distance receivers R2, R3 and R4, this path is straightforward: the ray will be able to turn around within the thickness of region 2. For R5, the shortest path that follows the specified sequence (staying within region 2) is one that is diffracted along the bottom interface of the layer. Similarly, the path from the source to receiver R5 for the reflected phase P 01 P 22 P 32 P 21 will yield a diffracted path because R5 lies in the shadow zone. For R1 a different problem is encountered: there is no path at all that penetrates into region 2, turns, and returns to this receiver, that is, the ray is non-existent. In this case, the traveltime returned by the FMM actually corresponds to a reflection from interface 2.
It is impossible to recognize these cases in the fast-marching phase of the calculations, but it is possible to detect them during ray path construction. In our implementation of ray path construction paths that do not exist for a specific source/receiver combination Figure 7. This figure illustrates some of the problems that can be encountered when reconstructing the ray paths from the arrival time fields calculated by FMM. If we specify a path that starts at the source, refracts through interface 2, turns in region 2, and refracts back through interface 2 to the receivers on the surface, it is found that such a path does not exist for receiver R1, and corresponds to a diffracted phase for receiver R5.
are recognized as invalid, and diffracted paths and headwaves are labelled as such.
T E S T R E S U LT S
Computational requirements
The computational resources used by the method in its current implementation depend somewhat on the complexity of the problem, but to first approximation they are linearly proportional to the number of nodes in the region on which the fast marching takes place. Virtually all CPU time is spent on the fast-marching phase of the calculations, with initialization of the grids and intersections, setting up the pointer arrays that define the nodal connectivity close to the interfaces and the ray tracing accounting for only a few per cent. CPU time use is about 22-25 s per million nodes on a 2.8-GHz Pentium 4 processor. Memory usage is about 250 MB per million nodes.
P wave arrivals for simple velocity models
As a first test of the method, we consider the case of a medium with a constant wave propagation speed of 8 km s −1 . The propagation grid covers a region of 20
• in latitude and longitude and 1000 km in depth. The performance of the method is shown in Table 1 and as contour plots of the error in the arrival time on the surface in Fig. 8 .
The first example (models A1-A4) is the direct arrival from a source located 100 km below the surface. Table 1 shows the average error in arrival time over the surface for a range of resolutions with and without grid refinement around the source. The second-order fast marching, in combination with the interaction of refined grid, normal grid and interfaces leads to a fairly complex pattern in the 3-D distribution of arrival time errors even for a constant wave speed.
Results are given for three models differing in resolution by a factor of 2, and one model at the coarsest resolution without grid refinement around the source. As in the 2-D cases presented by Table 1 . Summary of P wave arrival time errors for some simple velocity models. All cases model a region extending 20 • in latitude and longitude and 1000 km in depth. The source is located 100 km below the surface. Table 1 . Axes represent latitude (vertical) and longitude (horizontal), contour labels are in seconds. Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004b) , grid refinement around the source is seen to bring a large increase in accuracy, in this case a factor of 4. For a given source grid refinement, the average error is roughly proportional to the size of the grid cells, again in agreement with the 2-D results of Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004b) . The quoted errors should be compared to the typical arrival time for this case of 200 s. Note that in three dimensions grid refinement around the source can be fairly costly in terms of CPU time: for all but the highest resolution model (81 × 161 × 161) the refined grid around the source contains many more nodes than the main propagation grid, which accounts for the CPU times listed for each model in Table 1 . The second example (models B1-B2) calculates the arrival time of the reflection from a layer at 1000 km depth from a source lying on the surface. This involves first propagating the wave front through the grid to the bottom interface, re-initializing the fast marching from the bottom interface and propagating back to the surface. The errors for this case are about half those in the direct arrival from a 100 km deep source. We attribute the smaller error to the fact that the wave front hits the interfaces at a much steeper angle and with less curvature. Thereby the effect of the loweraccuracy (first-order) layer directly adjacent to the interfaces is reduced.
In the third example (models C1-C2) we investigate the effect on accuracy of traversing an interface (refraction). We keep the velocity constant, but introduce an extra interface at 500 km depth. This should give the same result as the previous example, but stopping and restarting from the intermediate interface both on the way down and on the way up will obviously introduce additional errors. For the 41 × 81 × 81 grid, the error increases by 80 per cent, for the finer resolution of 81 × 161 × 161 by 30 per cent.
The next three models (D1-D3) address the slightly more complex case of velocity increasing with depth. We choose the case v = v 0 R 0 /r where v 0 is the velocity at the surface and R 0 the radius of the earth. The traveltime between two points on the surface in this model is given by t = R 0 sin /v 0 , with the angular distance between the two points. In order to use this simple analytical result, the source is positioned at the surface.
The average arrival time errors at the surface are smaller than in the constant-velocity case. Again we attribute this to the fact that a smaller fraction of each ray path lies in the first-order layer adjacent to the surface because the velocity gradient bends the ray path inward.
P wave traveltimes in the ak135 reference model
The next model we consider is considerably more complex than the previous cases for which analytical solutions are available. The velocity structure is assumed to be given by the ak135 reference model (Kennett et al. 1995) . Accurate tables of arrival times in this 1-D model are available to compare with our solutions. P wave velocity discontinuities at 20, 35, 410 and 660 km depth are explicitly represented by interfaces as described in the previous section, and between these interfaces the velocity at the nodes is derived by linear interpolation from the ak135 velocity tables. In order to avoid the errors being dominated by the sampling of the velocity grids, the spacing of the velocity grid nodes was reduced from the usual case of four times the propagation grid node spacing to two times the propagation grid node spacing. The region modelled is the same size as in the previous examples, that is, 20
• in latitude and 20
• in longitude.
The errors in the arrival times are summarized in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 9 . Remarkably, in spite of the presence of a velocity structure with significant velocity variations on a scale comparable to the grid spacing, the errors are comparable with the errors for the simple velocity fields considered above. Modelling P wave arrivals with explicit interfaces is more complicated than without, since depending on the distance between source and receiver the path of the ray that is the first P-arrival can differ. Labelling the interfaces In order to find the first arrival, each of these sequences is computed and the one that yields the shortest traveltime to a point on the surface is selected, which accounts for the considerably higher CPU usage in these models. This extra effort is compensated by the fact that all refraction branches are found, and not just the first arriving one. Note that the explicit use of interfaces leads to reasonable results even if some layers (in this case the crust) are thinner than the spacing of the propagation grid, and the use of a very fine (and expensive) grid spacing to resolve such thin layers can be avoided. Model AK4 shows the arrival time errors if a continuous representation of the ak135 velocity model is used rather than explicit interfaces. In this case the non-smoothness and under-resolved structure of the ak135 velocity model greatly reduces the accuracy of the arrival times compared to the simple smooth distributions considered earlier. This demonstrates that the use of interfaces can greatly reduce the error for a given propagation grid spacing compared to the case when the same velocity distribution is represented as a continuous velocity field. The reduction in error can be attributed to two effects. The first is the accurate representation of the position of the interface. The second is that because the wave front propagation by fast marching proceeds on a region-by-region basis, the wave front never passes over the abrupt changes in the velocity distribution. Propagating a wave front over such abrupt changes in velocity with fast marching can lead to the introduction of errors that are significantly larger than those for smooth velocity distributions.
The inclusion of explicit interfaces not only leads to increased accuracy for a given grid resolution, but also yields the arrival time of some later arriving phases. For example, for the longest source-receiver distances modelled here, we correctly find the arrival time of two P waves: one corresponding to the ray turning below the 660-km discontinuity (the first arrival), and the other in which the turning point lies between the 410-and 660-km discontinuities (the second arrival). The multistage FMM is capable of tracking any later arriving phase of the ak135 wavefield that explicitly arises due to the presence of an interface. In order to demonstrate this capability, refraction, reflection and diffraction traveltime curves for several of the Earth's shallow discontinuities are plotted in Fig. 10 . As many as five of these phases arrive at any given angular distance. More later arrivals (generated by multiple bounces, for example) could be computed with the new method, but from an observational point of view, one has to consider whether they are likely to be detected in real data. Although ak135 is a spherically symmetric model, a desirable feature of the multistage FMM is that lateral heterogeneity in interface and velocity structure can easily be accommodated without compromising stability or significantly increasing computing time.
PP arrival times
As a test of the reflection matching algorithm used to obtain arrival times for late reflections (see Section 3.6), we computed the arrival times of PP type phases in the analytical velocity model with velocity inversely proportional to radius, and in the ak135 reference model. Since the reflection matching algorithm requires a wave front propagation from the receiver to the intermediate reflection point, arrival times are not available for the entire surface but only for a given receiver position. We therefore will not quote average arrival time errors but only specific ones for a receiver positioned on the surface at an angular distance of 22.416
• from the source. Table 3 (PP1-PP3), the errors are only slightly larger than the direct P-arrivals, which is quite good considering the fact that it involves finding the reflection point and performing two independent wave front propagations whose errors will be superimposed.
For the models based on the ak135 reference model (PPAK1-PPAK4), the errors are quite variable, but can be understood as follows. Consider first only the errors in the direct P-arrivals. In the models with continuous velocity representation, the total error in arrival time is both due to a poor representation of the model (unavoidable because of the coarse grid spacing compared to the structure in the ak135 model near the surface), and due to errors induced by second-order FMM when the velocity distribution is very non-smooth on the scale of the grid resolution. By coincidence, these errors tend to cancel each other out (for the specific geometry considered) at a grid resolution of 25 km in the radial direction (41 × 81 × 81), leading to quite small errors in the direct P-arrival. That this is the case can be seen from the result of the model with twice the resolution, for which the direct P-arrival error is much larger instead of smaller. By contrast, in the velocity model representing the discontuities with explicit interfaces the errors converge as expected with an increase in grid resolution.
The ray paths of the pP and pPn phases are more complex and lie closer to the surface. In the continuous velocity models, this leads to an increase in error by a factor of about 2. The large errors for the pP and pPn phases in the discontinuous velocity model are due to a limitation in our current implementation of the method: the grid refinement around the source is limited to the region in which the source lies. In the layered ak135 model, the propagation of the wave front from the receiver to the intermediate reflection point starts at the surface, and the source region is the very thin (20 km) upper crust layer. This means that there is virtually no space for source grid refinement during the computation of the wave front propagation from the receiver to the reflection point, leading to large errors in that section of the path.
We also note here that the poor representation of the ak135 model when a continuous velocity distribution is used leads to the appearance of additional reflection components with traveltimes close to that of the pPn phase in the reflection point search.
Overall, we conclude from these tests that the algorithm used to find late reflection phases does not introduce errors that are significantly larger than those inherent in the fast-marching method.
Complex geometry
All of the examples shown above consider problems in which velocity distributions and interfaces are spherically symmetric. The reason is that for these cases we know the correct arrival times and we can perform a detailed study of the arrival time errors. As soon as the geometry becomes both radially and laterally inhomogeneous, it becomes very difficult to assess the accuracy of our results. Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004a) estimated the accuracy of their 2-D implementation of the multistage fast-marching method for media with strongly deformed interfaces separating regions with linear velocity gradients, by comparing with the results of an accurate 2-D Cartesian ray-tracing method. They concluded that although accuracy (but not stability) deteriorates as the complexity of medium Figure 11 . Ray paths representing late reflections from a highly deformed ('egg carton' shaped) interface. The reflection off the top of the interface bump roughly halfway between source and receiver is the shortest path, the other eight rays are late reflections.
increases, the errors were still comparable with those for simple cases with known solutions. This is consistent with our results, for example, when comparing constant-velocity medium direct arrivals with P-arrivals in the layered ak135 model. In the following, we examine some results for fully 3-D problems.
As a first example, we calculate the ray paths for late reflections from a highly deformed interface. The velocity is assumed to be constant and the resolution of the propagation grid is 51 × 101 × 101. In Fig. 11 , a source and a receiver lie on the surface, exactly on the diagonal of the surface grid so that it is easier to understand the resulting ray paths. We are looking for phases that are reflections from the strongly deformed interface below them, whose deformations (the product of two sine functions in latitude and longitude) are also symmetric around the diagonal plane of the grid. The shortest path, which is the path found when the standard multistage fast-marching method is applied, is the reflection off the top of the interface bump roughly halfway between source and receiver. Because of the symmetry, five reflections lie exactly in the diagonal plane: two reflections off the bump below the source, one off the bump between source and receiver, and two off the bump just below the receiver. In addition, four ray paths are found that lie outside the diagonal plane, and reflect off the sides of the interface deformations. The late reflections off the bump below the receiver and from the sides are likely to have higher amplitudes than the first arrival.
In the final example, we apply our method to a complex geometry representing a more realistic geophysical setting. We consider a local problem (with physical grid size 50 km depth and 1
• ≈ 110 km in latitude and longitude) at a resolution of 51 × 101 × 101. A 3-D representation is given in Fig. 12 . The model consists of a coast line (ocean and land), a sediment layer under the ocean, continental crust, oceanic crust subducting under the continent, and part of the upper mantle. Note that the water and sediment layers pinch out at the coast line and disappear under the land area on the right side of the image. The continental crust and the slab contain linear velocity gradients, and the continental crust has random velocity variations between +20 per cent and −20 per cent added to each node of the velocity grid (spaced 4 kilometers apart). The tricubic B-spline interpolation used to evaluate the velocity field has a support of 64 nodes so that significant smoothing occurs. The resulting distribution of relative velocity perturbations on the nodes of the region representing the continental crust has an average of 3.6 per cent, a maximum of 15 per cent, and 98 per cent of the nodes have a velocity perturbation smaller than 10 per cent.
Two of the seismic sources are on the sea surface representing survey experiments, the other two are located in the subducting slab representing local earthquakes. An array of eight receivers is distributed over the land area. For the ocean surface sources, we calculate traveltimes and construct the ray paths for phases that reflect from the top and the bottom of the subducting slab. For the Figure 12 . Ray paths in a complex layered geometry. The model consists of a coast line, a sediment layer beneath the ocean, continental crust, oceanic crust subducting under the continent, and part of the upper mantle. Seismic sources are represented by red diamonds, receivers by blue spheres. Two of the sources are on the ocean surface, another two are located in the subducting slab. An array of eight receivers is distributed over the land area. Velocity is laterally inhomogeneous in the continental crust. A selection of ray paths representing direct arrivals and reflections from the top and the bottom of the subducting slab is shown. earthquake occurring near the top of the slab, we show the direct arrival and the reflection from the bottom of the slab, and for the earthquake near the bottom of the slab only the direct arrival. This problem requires the calculation of 38 regional traveltime fields. The computation took 225 s to complete.
If one compares the arrival times for different realizations of the random velocity fluctuations, the differences in arrival time are typically 1-2 per cent, which is at least an order of magnitude larger than the typical errors found for multistage FMM at comparable grid resolution in the previous section. This means that the method is sufficiently sensitive to detect lateral velocity variations like those used in this example.
C O N C L U S I O N S
In this paper, we have presented a new implementation of the multistage fast-marching method for calculating the arrival times and ray paths of multiple phases in complex layered media originally proposed in Rawlinson & Sambridge (2004a,b) . It extends the original method to three dimensions, works in spherical coordinates and includes the possibility of finding late reflections. The accuracy and robustness of the results and the required CPU time per node are comparable to those of the earlier 2-D Cartesian implementation.
Compared to 3-D traveltime and ray path determination using shooting or bending methods, the multistage fast-marching method offers the advantage of stability: a result is always found and no iteration is necessary. Shooting and bending methods can have significant problems with convergence if the medium is complex. The method can also be computationally efficient compared to ray tracing, especially for cases in which there are few sources and many receivers, since the computation time scales only with the number of sources rather than with the product of the number of sources and receivers. After the traveltime fields have been obtained for each source, the additional cost of finding ray paths for each receiver is relatively insignificant. The same applies to cases with a few receivers and many sources, since the role of source and receiver can simply be interchanged in the calculations.
A disadvantage of eikonal-based methods, especially in 3-D where the resolution of the computational grids can not be very high, is that the accuracy of the results is generally not as good as can be obtained with a properly converged iterative ray-tracing method. The accuracy that can be easily obtained with current computational resources (i.e. using grids with millions to tens of millions of nodes) is, however, sufficient for many applications, including a range of 3-D tomographic imaging problems, for example, teleseismic tomography, wide-angle reflection/refraction tomography, local earthquake tomography and regional (continental scale) tomography. Because of the flexible parametrisation of the velocity fields and the interface positions in terms of nodal values on a grid and spline interpolation, it is in principle straightforward to treat the velocities in each region and the position of each interface separately as either fixed or parameters to be inverted for. In the case of teleseismic tomography, one could include interfaces that represent crustal structure that is constrained by other data; explicit representation of a dipping slab in local earthquake tomography may be advantageous. The new scheme offers the possibility of combining different classes of data sets (e.g. local earthquake, refraction and teleseismic). The ability to include potentially complex interface and velocity structure, yet retain computational stability and efficiency makes the new scheme practical for large seismic imaging problems.
We have shown that the multistage fast-marching method can provide arrival times with relative errors between 0.1 and 0.01 per cent for a range of synthetic examples, and that it performs robustly for very heterogeneous media approximating a realistic geophysical setting. Ultimately, the practicability of the method will be established by its application to real problems. The source code of our implementation is available for general use through a website at http://rses.anu.edu.au/seismology/fmmcode/.
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